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Abstract - Most of the web applications maintain information at the backend database from which results are retrieved. SQL injection is most dangerous threat for the web application and sites. Detecting SQL Injection attacks (SQLIAs) is becoming increasingly important in database driven web sites. SQL Injection is the very easy way to attack the application to reveal the data in the data driven application. A lot of research is done to detect and prevent the SQL Injection attacks. Most of techniques are not able to detect the stored procedure attack. To reveal data from database users with valid login id can also enter the malicious queries. In this paper a system is proposed to detect the SQL Injection attacks by using SVM classification and Fisher Score. Proposed System can also classify the users in to normal users or attackers according to the query submitted by them. Weka library is used for SVM classification of the features and for feature selection fisher score is used. Accuracy for the system is approximately 94%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the era of the digital revolution the dependency of humans on the computers and robots is increased exponentially also due to the smart phones the dependence upon the internet application is also increased. The Fourth Industrial Revolution is the proof of the use of advanced technology in the world. Computer Systems are under different attacks to steal the valuable information. With the boosting use of internet, use of the web applications has also increased. Most of the web applications have three layer architecture, those are: Presentation layer, Common Gateway Interface (CGI) layer and Database layer as it is the basic architecture for application. The dynamic web applications needs to be always available to all the users, clients, employees, and partners all around the world. As the development of information technology is increasing effectively, these web applications can be accessed from anywhere. By combining different types of attacks most of the web applications have different vulnerabilities in them, due to which they are possible to hack. These attacks include SQL injection attacks, cross site scripting (XSS) attacks. These days the, many web sites are being hacked by attacker by using threat for web application security is SQL Injection Attacks. Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to retrieve the relevant information from the database. SQL injection deals with injection of code into the normal queries to temper the original use of the query. Using combination of SQL injection attacks one can steal important information such as internet banking passwords, mobile banking passwords, ATM pins, user credentials from web applications and even can delete tables from the database. With the development of different applications, massive amount of sensitive personal information of users is been collected in databases continuously [1] [2]. This data can be considered as the most valuable assets of organizations. The number of attempts to hack the valuable data also increases.

Basically Vulnerabilities for web application are [3]:
At the time of coding of the web application, lack of knowledge for security measures by the developers. Delay in the testing or analysis of the application till the runtime phase. The type specification is not handled properly and usage of the string and number is not defined properly. The input validation of the user is not well defined. Inputs are not checked correctly, very less restriction on the input provided for user. Secure Socket layer can’t detect the SQL Injection attacks as it only deals with the certificates and the encryption. Sometimes legal users reveal their own passwords to other attackers. If the application is not developed properly then it can be attacked by SQL Injection attacks.

The Database intrusion attacks, there can be two types [9], depending on the usage of the database. In the first type, users with valid user id and password directly access the database and steal the information. In the other type, attackers indirectly access the database using the vulnerabilities present in the database-driven web applications by using combination of attacks. That is, attackers by altering the original SQL statements attack
the database through the user input values. Different authors have published survey or taxonomy for SQL injection attacks detection and prevention in [3] [4] [5] [6].

SQL injection attacks are very common types of attacks used to attack the web application [2]. The main types of queries used for attacks are: Tautologies are used for authentication bypass, Logically Incorrect Queries, and Union Query can be used to gain useful information from the database. Stored Procedure is used for storing the malicious query in the database, Piggy-Backed Queries can be used to bombard many databases at a time making server very busy, Inference, and Alternate Encoding are used to Bypass the validation techniques.

SVM Classification:

The support vector machine (SVM) is a training algorithm used to train different types of dataset which can be classified in two or more classes. It can train the classifier in order to predict the class of samples. SVM is based on the concept of decision planes that defines decision boundary and points that form the decision boundary between the classes called support vector are treated as parameters. SVM is based on the machine learning algorithm invented by Vapnik in 1960’s [7]. The two key implementations of SVM technique are mathematical programming (primal and dual) and kernel function trick. The main aim of SVM is to find an optimal hyper plane between data point of different classes in a high dimensional space.

(SMO) Sequential Minimal Optimization is useful for solving mathematical programming problems which arises during the training of support vector machines [8]. It is widely used for training support vector machines. System is implemented by importing the weka library. To make classification system uses liner kernel trick.

The rest of the paper is organized as: the next section describes the brief Work Related to SQL Injection. Section 3 describes the Proposed System for Detection of user SQL attacks from users and the results for the system. Section 4 gives the conclusion and future scope of the paper.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

SQL Injection attack detection: Detection of the stored procedure attacks is discussed in paper [9]. In this paper by using machine learning approach they have detected the attacks at the database level. This approach is useful to detect the stored procedure attacks by using query trees of the SQL query and various kernel functions. SQL queries at the run time stored as tree format are collected from the log files of the postgres SQL database. Here query trees of the SQL queries are transferred to multidimensional array by using feature extraction and transformation. By comparing these multidimensional feature matrices, the normal and malicious queries are classified with the help of the SVM classifier and kernel functions.

Some latest approaches for the countering SQL Injection attack are:

- By combining different software diversification in various components of the application, it can be more secured web application [10]. Massive reuse of code on server side and client side has lead to monoculture in designing of web applications. The monoculture is expanding the risk of attacks, in which if hackers are able attack one site or application then they can attack any websites by using same approach. Using multitet diversifield software and different combination of layers in web application and avoiding monoculture one can prevent SQL Injection attacks and other different types of attacks.

Secure delivery networks are used in [11], that consists of four types of server’s those are DNS server, edge server, parent server, and origin server. Various controls like network layer control, adaptive rate control, application layer control, client reputation rules, at different server’s web sites can be used to prevent attacks, without any performance degradation.

SQLRand is a practical protection mechanism against SQL injection attacks [12]. It prevents SQL injection attacks specific to a particular CGI application by using a randomized SQL query language. It uses the concept of instruction-set randomization for SQL, and creates instances of the language that are unpredictable to the attacker. The database parser is used to caught and terminate queries injected by the attacker. If any keywords without randomization found that is a SQL injection. In this way attacker is not able to perform SQL Injection Attacks without the secret key for randomization. By using a proxy for the de-randomization process, SQLRand achieve portability and security.

In Machine learning-based testing approach [13] is used to detect SQL injection vulnerabilities in firewalls. In this they used context-free grammar, RAN (Random generation), ML-Driven for detection of SQLi attacks.

Amnesia [14] is a toolset for preventing SQL Injection Attacks. This toolset consist of Instrumentation module, Analysis module, Runtime monitoring module. Also it has two parts. In its static part, toolset program analysis used to automatically build a model of the appropriate queries that could be generated by the application. In the dynamic part, toolset programs monitor the dynamically generated queries at runtime and then checks it for compliance with the statically-generated model. In run time monitoring Malicious Queries that violate the model can be SQL Injection Attacks and are prevented from executing on the database and reported.
Anamika Joshi and Geetha in [15] have used a classifier which uses combination of Role Based Access Control mechanism and Naïve Bayes machine learning algorithm for detection of SQL injection attacks. With respect to each blank space in the query they have used the blank separation method and tokenizing method to extract terms, also proposed Role Based Access Control mechanism for detection of attacks. In this way they tried to overcome the limitations in the tool Amnesia to detect SQL Injection.

CANDID is a short form for CANdidate evaluation for Discovering Intent Dynamically [16]. It is the dynamic approach used for mining the structures of the programme intended queries. A formal basis for this dynamic approach is using the notion of symbolic queries. There are two mechanisms, one based on automated byte code transformation and another based on a modified virtual machine (VM), that implement dynamic approach for Java programs to defend against SQL injection attacks. For automatic prevention of the SQL Injection attacks it is a Dynamic Candidate Evaluations method. This framework can be used to solve the issue of manually modifying the applications for creating the prepared statements.

User behaviour detection by using SVM:

Classification of the different Users can be useful for the analysis of the system uses. Until now different authors have published paper for the user behaviour detection System or intrusion system by using the SVM classification. They have used different technique to detect the attack. For intrusion detection system development different authors have used feature extraction such as Review, Syntactical, lexical, and stylistic, n-gram, Stylometric, Behavioral features combined with the bigram, Text features but query tree features are rarely used. Supervised learning is the most frequently used machine learning approach for performing spam detection [17].

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

3.1 Query tree collection:

Query tree can be used to prevent the SQL injection attacks [18]. System uses the Postgres SQL database to generate the query tree of the SQL statements. The query tree can be obtained the query trees by using following commands in the psql command line interpreter:

```
SET debug_print_plan = on;
SET client_min_messages = debug1;
```

The query trees get stored in the log files of the postgres SQL database. The query and its tree can be manually inserted by the user. To reduce the time the dataset has been generated for the normal query trees and the malicious query trees.

3.2 Feature Extraction and Vector Generation:

Feature extraction is important step for accurate results. Feature extraction module extracts features from the query tree. The difference between the normal query tree and the malicious query tree can be measured by selection of specific features from the query tree. Feature vector is generated from these extracted features [19] [20]. The dataset for the malicious and normal queries feature vectors has been created.

For future Selection the standard deviation and the mean in Fisher Score [21] are calculated as:

\[ F(x') = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{c} n_k (\mu_k - \mu)^2}{\sigma_k^2} \]

Where \( \sigma_k^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{c} n_k (\sigma_k^2) \)

Feature selection can be used to avoid the redundant features. Selected features can be used to train the SVM.

3.3 Training of Vectors:

The vectors are trained and are stored using the attribute relation file format. These trained features are used for detection of malicious and normal queries. The Weka library consists of source codes which can be imported to perform various tasks. 10-fold class validation is performed which gives (TPRate) true positive rate, (FPRate) false positive rate, accuracy, and the area under (ROC) receiver operating characteristics.

3.4 Detection by using SVM Classification:

The submitted query and the trained query are compared by using the vectors in the train.arff and test.arff and the results are shown. SVM classification is done by using SMO and linear kernel [22]. The features of entered query and query tree are compared with the trained dataset.

Generating alert and marking user as malicious user:

As the user enters query to retrieve the data from the database the query tree is compared with the trained dataset by using SVM and the user is marked as malicious user if the submitted query is Malicious query. A list for the malicious users is kept in the database with the query entered and time stamp.
To demonstrate the experiment an application as movie recommender developed. As dataset system uses Movie lens dataset which contains Users and movies information. The data contain user ratings given to different movies, more than 1600 movie information, and simple demographic information (age, gender, occupation, zip) for 943 user’s [23], also the dataset for malicious query and normal query trees have been generated. Users can search movie, rate movie and insert query to retrieve results from the database. This query can also be detected as normal or malicious queries Users are marked as malicious or attackers if the query is found malicious. Details of the attacker are stored in the database with the time stamp and the query entered.

3.5 Results and Tables:

The proposed system can detect the user behaviour by using query tree and the SVM classification. If the query entered by user is malicious then the user is classified as malicious user and alert is generated to the admin. Also the data for the query and the user is saved in database for future use. User is malicious then the user is classified as malicious user entered query and the time stamp is saved.

In this way system can classify the users by using the query submitted by them. Comparison of the query is done by using SVM in WEKA library with the help of the train and test dataset of queries. System has been tested for application based queries of normal and malicious query tree. For total number of different instances 18, accuracy of the system to for classification is 94.117644706%.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

System is Proposed for the SQL Injection attack detection and user behaviour detection by using query tree. The proposed system is tested with sample dataset having various queries. To reduce the redundant features the system uses the Fisher Score for feature selection. The result gained shows that the redundant features are removed. The proposed system is able to detect the malicious query and hence classify the users. In future this type of system can also used for classification of botnet attacks and different security systems by comparing the differences between the queries submitted by the normal user and the robots, also for different type attacks such as cross site scripting attack, low rate attacks in DDOs.
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